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Simple and durable design.
Distributes bright and low heating power. 
Two separate socket pairs. 
The body features an umbrella holder for use with 
any reflective or shoot-through umbrellas.
Also, the body can be used with the softboxes from 
the SUN series.
SUN-400 is perfect for shooting still life and portrait 
photos.
Supports up to 600W

SUN-400 - Continious light

Code: 600078

Power

Equivalent power*

Code

*relative to conventional incandescent 

35 W

175 W

020846

65 W

325 W

020852

85 W

425 W

105 W

525 W
 
020851

150 W

750 W
  
020853

 
020848

New generation full spectrum energysaving 
lamp with a high degree of efficacy, low power 
consumption and long life. Color temperature 
5500 ° K. CRI - not less than 94%. Wide range 
of accessories for modifying the light beam. 

Excellent solution for equipping small studios 
for television and video. A good option for 
product photography with compact cameras. 
Wide range of accessories for modifying the 
light beam.

Continious light

Speci�cations:

 Fluorescent lamps and accessories
Affordable and flexible solutions for video and photo
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This softbox delivers broader options for the use of photo 
lamps or compact socket flash. 
The softboxes features four E27 sockets with independent 
power channel for each one. The increased distance 
between the sockets allows mounting of bigger and more 
powerful lamps.
The power body can has an umbrella holder and can be 
used with any reflective or shoot-through umbrellas.

 Octagon softbox 85 cm with 4 sockets
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Softbox specifically designed for use with lamp SUN-400. 
Suitable for product and portrait photography. Easy disas-
sembly and transport.

SUN-400 Softbox 60x80cm   

This softbox delivers broader options for the use of photo 
lamps or compact socket flash. 
The softboxes features four E27 sockets with independent 
power channel for each one. The increased distance 
between the sockets allows mounting of bigger and more 
powerful lamps.
The power body can has an umbrella holder and can be 
used with any reflective or shoot-through umbrellas.

Softbox 60x90 cm with 4 sockets

 

Softbox specifically designed for use with lamp SUN-400. 
Suitable for product and portrait photography, and shooting 
people in full size. Easy disassembly and transport.

SUN-400 Softbox 80х80 см   

Code: 600080   

Code: 600081   

Code: 020617   

Code: 020616    

 Softbox

Photo Lamps and Accessories
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 Softbox
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Code: 020608

Code: 020607    

Code: 20842   

Code: 600077   

Quickly assembling softbox. Lightweight and compact in 
folded condition. The umbrella - like construction make it 
ready for work in just a few seconds. Perfect mobile solu-
tion for photo lamps and compact socket flash.

Softbox 60x60 with socket

Excellent solution for mobile studio or a studio in a small 
space. The softbox is folding and easy detachable. The 
power body features four E27 sockets. The power can be 
switched between the 2 independent socket pairs.

Softbox 60x60 cm with 4 sockets

Portable kit for use with photo lamps and compact socket 
flash. Allows adjustment of the lamp and the horizontal 
angle of the reflector. Suitable for use with various photo-
graphic umbrellas.

Kit - Umbrella Stand, re�ector  30 сm, socket

40cm reflector with 4 sockets. Perfect for use with photo 
lamps or compact socket flash. The four sockets are 
separated into two independent power pairs.

40 сm re�ector  with socket

Re�ectors

Photo Lamps and Accessories
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Socket with umbrella stand. Possibility to adjust the 
horizontal angle of the lamp. Suitable for use with all 
types of photographic umbrellas.

Single umbrella holder with sockets

Umbrella Stand with two sockets. Possibility to adjust the 
horizontal angle of the lamps. Suitable for use with photo-
graphic umbrellas. Allows you to adjust the angle of the 
umbrella to light.
 

Holder with two sockets and umbrella stand

Code: 20971    

Code: 20972    

Code: 50230    

Speci�cations:

Power - 180W (approx. equal to 900W conventional lamp)

Lamp  - Triphosphor 180W/E40

Colour temperature - 5500K

Weight - 3.8kg

Bowens/Dynaphos mount

VC 6601F Fluorescent energysaving light kit. Suitable for 
home video studio and photo studio. The body is 
equipped with BOWENS/DYNAPHOS mount and is 
suitable with various light shapers from our productive 
line. The kit contains a lighting body equipped with 50cm 
re�ector and 180W (socket E40) energysaving �uorescent 
lamp. The lamp has an alluminium case for carrying and 
storage.

Holders

Fluorescent daylight light VC 6601F

Photo Lamps and Accessories

DYNAPHOS LTD
2 Alexander Fol str.
So�a, Bulgaria
Phone: +359 2 971 95 75
                 +359 888 254 651
E-mail: info@dynaphos.com
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Light stand  and re�ector are not included.


